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Free furniture-care and maintenance tutorial 
 

We are often asked advice on the best way to maintain furniture in the lobby. The most 

common issues concern cleaning upholstery and unstable fixings. 

 

We will come to your store and carry out a hands-on tutorial with the staff where we will 

cover the following topics: 

- Cleaning techniques for vinyl using McDonalds cleaning products to effectively clean 

and remove dirt from the grain without damaging the fabric 

- Temporary repairs to vinyl using coloured tape 

- How to recognise types of damage and gauge timescales of repair 

- The difference between real leather and vinyl, how to clean and maintain chesterfield 

leather sofas 

- How to easily construct and deconstruct bench seating for deep cleaning; NB tilting 

bench seats is the main cause of damage to legs and rubber bungs 

- Regular checks on fixings, tightening and troubleshooting 

- The procurement process for ordering new fixings, tools and organising furniture 

repairs and upholstery.  

- We will recommend a bespoke kit for your specific furniture needs so that you are not 

using generic fixings or tools which are substandard to your specific scheme.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our feedback for these tutorials has been very positive so far, managers have reported a 

positive impact for the lobby staff who are taking ownership of the furniture. In addition to 

maintenance it is also useful to help the procurement process for repairs and re-covers, 

planning in work to ensure maximum cost-efficiency.  

 

If you would like to book a free tutorial then please email us on mcd@screstoration.co.uk 

Please indicate the best times that suit and how many staff you would like to attend. We 

would recommend the business manager attending as well as the lobby staff.  

 

Best wishes,  

Joey : 07944105757 


